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from 8,29 EUR
Item no.: 382209

shipping weight: 0.20 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
Universal car holder for tablets and smartphones, which is attached to the headrest of the driver's or passenger's seat. The holder is ideal for long journeys with children to keep
them entertained while driving. Thanks to its versatile design, the holder can be fitted in virtually any car.When you buy from our auction, you can be sure that you are getting a top
quality Maclean Brackets MC-816 brand holder, not a cheap substitute! The universal dimensions allow you to mount virtually any device up to 11".Specification- Brand: Maclean-
Model: MC-816- Weight: 0.16 kg- Mounting: Headrest- Maximum device size: 11"Set contains- Tablet holder for seat headrest MC-816- User manual- Original manufacturer's
packaging- Proof of purchase* The devices shown in the photos are for illustration purposes only and do not constitute an offer!The holder can be used to mount, among others
Tablets, smartphones from the following manufacturers can be attached to the holder:Xiaomi, Huawei, Acer, Ainol, Apple, Archos, Asus, Dell, Goclever, HP Compaq, Huawei, IBM
Lenovo, Lark, Manta, Microsoft, Modecom, Motorola, MSI, NavRoad, Overmax, Prestigio, Samsung, Shiru, Sony, Toshiba, Tracer, Trak and many others.Features- The mount
works perfectly with devices with a screen diagonal of up to 11"- Universal car mount for tablets, mobile phones and smartphones that attaches to the headrest of the driver's or
passenger's seat- The universal design means the mount can be installed in almost any car- Ideal for long journeys with children, to keep them entertained while driving- Very easy
and quick to attach the device to the headrest thanks to sturdy stickers- The convenient height adjustment allows you to enjoy your mobile device to the full- The perfect way to
make the journey more enjoyable for passengers without the hassle of holding the device in your hand
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